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(Willis). Your students will love playing these early elementary level supplements with fantastic
optional teacher accompaniments arranged by Glenda Austin. They complement and enhance the
original Teaching Little Fingers to Play method, offering important guides and reminders to reinforce
musical concepts. Our Teaching Little Fingers series successfully encourages advancement and
also provides delightful recital material! 10 songs, including: The Bare Necessities * Can You Feel
the Love Tonight * Kiss the Girl * Mickey Mouse March * Winnie the Pooh * and more.
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My kids(5&7) are up and coming pianists. They love to mess around with the piano on their own at
different times of the day. They enjoy a few of the songs in this book.We use several different
teaching books including the Teaching Little Fingers to Play- beginning course. But they don't want
to just learn music, they want to play music, the real stuff- ASAP! That's the way I learned: pure
desire.I do spend time going over basic music skills, theory and easy finger exercises; however, the
bulk of our time and their practice is learning songs. It's mostly rote and ear, but they love to play

the catchy, memorable, to them, songs until they have perfected them. Then they show them off to
others. They're eager to do this without me urging them on or grinding the lessons into their easily
distracted minds- so, I'm running with it, and trying to find music that appeals to them.There's only a
few songs in this book, and the only ones they like are The Siamese Cats, Kiss the Girl and
somewhat, Winnie the Pooh. The rest of the songs are too boring for them or a bit obscure.They
include teacher accompaniments and some finger numbering. The songs sound OK and with
repeated practice the children get them down fairly quickly. Each child is different and learns as
such.I pencil the ivories with numbers and notes; play the song for them, suggesting fingerings, and
let them go- helping them when they ask or when they're in the mood, leaving them alone when
they want private time with the instrument.An updated book with more popular songs sure would be
great!

This is a great collection of songs for beginning piano students. They are all centered around middle
C, and they progress well in difficulty (never particularly taxing, but the students definitely learn from
going through the book). I often use this either on its own, or in coordination with a method book (I
like the Piano Adventures series - this would go well after the prep book and before level 1). The
students do need to be able to read the notes for middle C position (though the fingerings provided
would also serve as a crutch). It's the easiest of the Disney song collections that I use regularly, and
students love it.

This isn't really for beginners, but it is a fun addition to our piana library.

I like this book because it is easy for beginners but also has songs that my daughter can recognize.
This book is a great motivator because she is playing music she likes.

I can kind of play the piano/keyboard. I can read music and played the flute in high school. This was
very hard for me to figure out and I could not teach my daughter at all. Maybe she is too little??
Maybe I am??? Maybe I need to be a piano teacher, probably the last one. Not for the lay person!

I purchased this piano book for my 8 year old grandson who is just learning to play. He was doing
well, but when he got this book everything seemed to click for him. The method that is used is just
great and he caught on to concepts that he was struggling with when using the other piano book. I
would highly recommend this for anyone that age who is learning to play the piano.

Bought as a birthday present for a student. Kids ALWAYS like learning songs they know. Has
optional teacher duets. Layout is a little confusing at first, but that's only because of the duet format.
I realize that you can't pick all the Disney songs, but I wish there were a little more or different ones
in the book. I'm sure they're out there though! I'll find when the time comes
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